
Genesee, Idaho, Jan. 10, 1926 

 

Dear Charles, 

 

 I will sent to you tomorrow by mail a little wheal from my fottles engine 

which has ben braking so much lately, this is the third time it broke 2 or 3 

sprockets like this but Mr. Miller the blacksmith has ben fixing it for me by 

filling in with the new way of welting by gass, and then he would saw and file 

out again so as to make the cocks, the same as it was before, but they allways 

ceap braking again So this time I’ll sent it to you to look around if you cant get 

a new one. The engine was bought from McGann Bros, where Barney used to 

work, but I don’t think that the McGann Bros Co. exsists anymore, but you 

can find out wher the McGann Bros had there place of busnis because that 

ferm that is running that place now may still carry the misriple faultles 

engines, and if so then get a new wheal and sent it by return mail. But be sure 

and dont lay it in a drawer and forget about it. And if you can’t find it at the 

place I speak about, then go and see the Harley Masau Co. and find out if it 

can be obtained anywhere in Spokane, and if you can’t get it at all, then sent 

this one back right away and I have Mr. Miller fix it again. And if I can’t make 

the old engine hold together, then I expect I have to get a new one but no 

faultles – I am sure. Although I had it running pretty good for the last 6 

months or more. Sent the old one back any how, eaven if you get a new one, 

for in case that the other one would not fit ar brake then I could fall back on 

this one. Everything is the same as usual, but we hav no snow at all, but it is 

foggy and frosty most all the time, and the trees around the house ar just 

white with frost, Henry butchered last week and we got one 2 hundred 

pounder and made some warsht 5 rings of liver warsht and about a dozen of 

the other and o my it is good, and I eat a little of both today and I wish I 

hadent. — 

Many thanks for the campstove, and I hope that I have much use for it next 

summer and then some. Tell Martha that I found my buckskin neadles, and 

that she don’t nead to sent any. 



                                          Love to you all from Pa + Ma

 
 



 


